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We propose a new approach to unambiguous determination of parameters of positive and negative
electric streamer discharges. From hydrodynamic equations, in the assumption of a solution in the
shape of a streamer, it is possible to derive several relations between streamer parameters, which
form a system of algebraic equations (SAE). Because of the made approximations, the error in
the solution of this system is expected to be probably up to a few tens of percent. Solving the
SAE allows us to express all streamer parameters in terms of the streamer length L, the constant
uniform external electric field Ee, and the streamer radius. The solutions with different radii are
valid solutions of the hydrodynamic equations, and are analogous to the propagation modes of flat-
front perturbations with different transverse wavelengths. We interpret the streamer as a nonlinear
instability, whose behavior is determined by choosing the radius at which the velocity is maximized,
because, as we show, the velocity plays the same role as the exponential growth rate in the case of
linear instabilities.
Thus, streamer behavior is unambiguously determined by Ee and L, in a relatively computation-
ally economical way. In contrast, numerical methods of solving the microscopic equations, such
as hydrodynamic simulations, are more computationally demanding, and the preferred solution in
them arises automatically because of numerical fluctuations. The calculations for air at sea level
conditions produce reasonable values for commonly observed streamer parameters. The calculated
positive streamer velocities and negative threshold fields are compatible with experimental measure-
ments. The physical reason for the positive threshold fields is also discussed. A much simplified
analytical model (Appendix B) reproduces many of the presented results, at least qualitatively.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. What determines the streamer radius?
Electric streamer discharges are ionized columns in gas
or liquid which advance by ionizing the material in front
of them with the enhanced field at the streamer tip [1, 2].
They are an important stage in the formation of sparks,
and thus, especially those propagating in air, play a huge
role both in technology and natural phenomena.
The physics determining the parameters of a streamer
discharge in air, such as its radius and speed, has been
a long-standing problem [3]. As Bazelyan and Raizer [1,
p. 46–47], formulated it, “The mechanisms by which a
plasma conductor acquires a definite [...] radius [...] seem
to go far beyond the steady state processes [...] We should
recognize that these mechanisms are not quite clear at
present.” Uncovering these mechanisms is the goal of
the present paper.
Loeb and Meek [4] were the first to propose that elec-
trons undergoing impact ionization avalanche in high
electric field in air create sufficient space charge to form a
streamer. They also suggested that the initial size of the
streamer was determined by the transverse spreading of
the electrons in the avalanche due to diffusion. This idea
was taken up by other researchers, who used the spread-
ing due to diffusion to estimate the streamer radius not
only at its formation, but also during its propagation [5–
7]. One may estimate, however, that spreading of the
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streamer due to diffusion is much slower than that sug-
gested by observations and computer simulations. The
transverse size of a flux of directed velocity V diffusing
with coefficient D grows as
√
DL/V with distance L.
Substituting typical values for a laboratory streamer in
air, L ∼ 0.1 m, V ∼ 106 m/s and D ∼ 0.1 m2/s, we
get the transverse size increase of .0.1 mm while typical
observations show radii >1 mm [e.g., 8–10]. Moreover,
Naidis [11] argued that diffusion may be completely ne-
glected in the approximate analysis of regular streamer
propagation. Thus, diffusion is probably not the right ex-
planation of the streamer radius. The argument that the
electrostatic repulsion of electrons in the highly ionized
streamer head leads to the increase of the radius is also
not valid, even in the negative streamer case, because the
displaced electrons leave behind positive ion charge that
pulls them back.
Streamer parameters, such as its speed and the trans-
verse size (radius), may be determined in a numeri-
cal experiment by solving microscopic physics equations,
assuming that the methods used are stable and accu-
rate. Examples of computationally-intensive numerical
approaches include, e.g., adaptive mesh refinement 3D
hydrodynamic models [12] and PIC (Particle-In-Cell)
simulations [13]. More information can be found in ex-
tensive reviews [3, 14–17]. Numerical finite-difference
hydrodynamic streamer models considered by Bagheri
et al. [18] were in code verification (i.e., internal con-
sistency check) stage, but not in validation (i.e., quanti-
tative agreement with experiment) stage. Depending on
setup, they showed considerable variations (∼ 10% in-
ferred from figures in [18]) due to numerical errors and
were plagued by numerical instabilities, appearing as os-
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2cillations. Besides, even though such simulations repro-
duce the correct columnar streamer shapes and the or-
der of magnitude of experimentally measured streamer
parameters, they still leave open the question of what
physical principles determine them.
Another approach to determine the typical transverse
size is the perturbative analysis of ionization fronts. The
analysis of flat ionization fronts yielded many useful re-
sults, such as constraints on the possible values of the
front speed and the relation between the field ahead of
the front and the ionization behind it [19]. Different-
size transverse harmonic perturbations of such a front
(modes) may grow exponentially at different rates. There
have been multiple studies with intention to relate the
transverse size of a streamer to the size of the fastest
growing transverse perturbation of a flat or a curved
front [20–22]. The most comprehensive of these is the
work by Derks et al. [21], who considered hydrodynamic
equations describing a flat ionization front with small
transverse harmonic perturbations, including both elec-
tron drift and diffusion, and calculated growth rates as a
function of the transverse wavenumber (or, equivalently,
transverse wavelength). The preferred transverse size
(i.e., the one at which the growth of an instability is max-
imized) was calculated to be ∝ D1/4 [23]. Unfortunately,
there has been no continuation of flat-front perturbation
studies (to our knowledge) to include photoionization,
which is a nonlocal effect and therefore is much harder
to tackle than diffusion.
B. Overview of the used method
Our approach is somewhat analogous to the flat-front
analysis of Derks et al. [21]. We also start with a system
of hydrodynamic PDE, including all the relevant physics.
Unlike Derks et al. [21], we do include photoionization,
because it is crucial for streamers in air, because we are
aiming to obtain practical results for air discharges. As
in the flat-front case, we also look for a solution in a
particular geometric shape, but instead of a harmonic
shape of a small flat-front perturbation, we look for a
solution in the shape of a streamer, i.e., a cylindrical col-
umn. The system of PDE, by making approximations, is
eventually reduced to a finite system of algebraic equa-
tions (SAE) with a finite set of unknowns, which include
simple measurable streamer parameters, such as velocity
and radius. As in the flat-front case, where the transverse
wavelength was arbitrary, an unambiguous answer can-
not be obtained, but we get a set of streamer “modes”
corresponding to different streamer radii a. Each such
mode is a valid solution with its own set of parameters,
e.g. streamer speed V (a). An extra criterion is thus
needed for selecting the “real” set of parameters. In a
flat-front theory [21] (or, in fact, in any linear unstable
system), there is a preferred solution, characterized by
the maximum growth rate. It arises from initial condi-
tions with arbitrary random small fluctuations, which are
present because the initial conditions cannot be specified
with infinite precision. In Section IV we argue that, in
our case, the preferred streamer mode is found by maxi-
mizing V (a).
An approach with reduction of microscopic equations
into a SAE had been attempted previously by other au-
thors [e.g. 24], but usually was met with readers’ frus-
tration. This was expressed, e.g., by Bazelyan and
Raizer [1, Preface]: in their experience, many “readers
... admire formulas without understanding their phys-
ical meaning, but more experienced researchers would
rather start thinking of a theory of their own.” The pre-
vious SAE formulations are discussed and criticized in
Subsection IV E. When finding the streamer modes, we
implement the program of Bazelyan and Raizer [1, p. 46–
47] who proposed to separate all physics that determine
streamer propagation into two problems: what happens
at the streamer tip and what is the role of the streamer
channel. We solve these two problems simultaneously.
We will find that the channel affects the processes at tip
by the values of its length and intrinsic field, while the
parameters at the tip are related to each other by other
relations, all of which will be collected in SAE (31). Ap-
proximations used in deriving the simplified equations
are stated in Subsection II A, and additional approxima-
tions are introduced and discussed throughout the text.
Our model is numerical; however, most qualitative re-
sults may be demonstrated with a simpler (but more ap-
proximate) analytical solution, presented in Appendix B.
Thus, in this work, we aim at creating the least contro-
versial theory of streamer parameters that is based on
well-known and established equations and principles.
II. THE STREAMER MODEL
A. Overview and the most important
approximations and notations
1. Discussion of hydrodynamic approximation
The most accurate description of an electric discharge
in air would be provided by solving equations of motion
of all particles and electromagnetic fields. Of course, this
task is impossible and certain approximations must be
made. We use electrostatic approximation (i.e., electric
field E = −∇φ is a potential field) because the expected
maximum velocities of streamers (∼ 106 m/s) are well
below the speed of light. For motion of electrons, with
very good accuracy one can use hydrodynamic equations,
which were solved numerically for a realistic streamer
first (even though without photoionization) by Dhali and
Williams [25]. Such hydrodynamic equations neglect
nonlocal effects due to electron transport, a more accu-
rate description of which would be provided by a kinetic
equation, or by numerically following individual particles
as in PIC methods. The nonlocal effects may be crucial
in extreme conditions of streamer propagation, e.g. dur-
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FIG. 1. The streamer model. The field directions are for a
positive streamer (for a negative streamer they are opposite).
ing the avalanche-streamer transition or streamer colli-
sion process [26], but only provide a correction in regular
conditions of streamer propagation [27]. For example,
Figure 3 of Dujko et al. [28] shows that the percentage
difference between the bulk and flux components of the
drift velocity may be as high as 20% at E ∼ 10 MV/m in
sea-level air, which is easily achievable in the head of a
streamer. The correction due to nonlocal effects may be
as high as tens of percent for the electric field in front of
the streamer, as calculated by Naidis [27, Figure 1a], and
is probably due to the steepening of the ionization front.
Other physical variables are affected to a lesser degree
[27, Figures 1b, 2]. Such accuracy, however, is beyond
the goal of the present paper.
2. Assumed geometric shape and basic streamer parameters
We look for a solution of hydrodynamic equations for
an ionization front in the shape of a propagating (grow-
ing) ionized column (a streamer), sketched in Figure 1.
The streamer is immersed in given external constant uni-
form fieldEe ‖ xˆ, , where xˆ is the unit vector along x-axis,
and has a cylindrically symmetric shape with the axis of
the streamer ‖ xˆ. That streamers have such a shape, or
close to it, is well known from experiments and numer-
ical simulations. The streamer is attached to an ideally
conducting plane ⊥ xˆ. The plane absorbs electrons from
the streamer in the case of a positive (cathode-directed)
streamer, and is assumed to be an ideal emitter of elec-
trons in the area covered by the channel in the case of
a negative (anode-directed) streamer. The interaction
with the electrode in the case of a negative streamer and
a non-ideal electron emitter was not considered in this
paper and is a subject of future research. The streamer
head is a hemisphere of radius a attached at the neck
to the channel, which is represented as a long cylinder
of the same radius. Possible variations of the channel
radius along its length as a source of error in the pre-
sented model are discussed in Subsubsection II B 4 and
in Subsubsection II C 4. The total length (including the
head) is denoted L. By construction it is necessary that
L > a, and because streamers are usually rather nar-
row and long columns, we will use approximation L a
when necessary. The interior carries a uniform intrinsic
field Es, which is lower than the external field. Elec-
tron density n is > 0 inside the streamer and quickly
drops (with a scale d  a) to n = 0 outside. Inside the
channel, n is assumed to be uniform on the axis and its
value is denoted ns. Electron density decreases towards
the channel walls; in Figure 1, the transverse profile of
n is proportional to J, which is drawn as approximately
parabolic. Uniformity of Es and ns is an approxima-
tion, deviations from which are discussed in Subsubsec-
tion II C 4. The spatial charges are concentrated mostly
on the surface of the streamer. We will demonstrate in
Subsubsection II D 2 that the bulk charge relaxation time
due to conductivity inside the channel (the Maxwellian
time scale) is very short, so it is valid to assume spatial
charge neutrality of the interior of the channel. The sys-
tem of the depicted streamer and the ideally-conducting
plane is equivalent electrostatically to a conducting rod
of length 2L with hemispherical caps on both ends, sus-
pended in free space, i.e., the original streamer plus its
electric image in the plane.
The streamer grows (propagates) along x-axis with ve-
locity V ≡ dL/dt. The propagation is aligned with Ee in
the case of a positive streamer, and anti-aligned in the
case of a negative streamer. The characteristics of the
head (radius, fields around and inside it, etc.) change
relatively slowly (i.e., da/dt  V if L  a, etc.) so
we will assume that the head is in a stationary state in
its moving reference frame. We will use co-moving co-
ordinate ξ = x − V t, so that for stationary propagation
∂x = ∂ξ and ∂t = −V ∂ξ, where ∂ denotes the deriva-
tive in respect to the variable indicated by the subscript.
We will not use x coordinate very often so we do not
specify its origin, but we fix ξ = 0 to correspond to the
streamer tip, which is the foremost part of the streamer
front (the curved ionization front, located at the sur-
face of the hemisphere corresponding to the head). Front
thickness d is defined as the typical scale (e-folding dis-
tance) on which electron density n(ξ) drops from n = ns
inside the channel to zero outside the streamer, and is
much smaller than the streamer radius, d  a. We will
only consider values of electric field on the axis of the
streamer. On the axis, due to cylindrical symmetry, all
fields are ‖ xˆ. This allows us to introduce scalar notation
E denoting the signed x-component of the field instead
of working with vector E (and analogously for other vec-
tors). Namely, we denote E = ±Ex (or, equivalently,
E = ±Exˆ) on the axis of a positive (negative) streamer
so that always E > 0. (Also, Es = ±Esxˆ with Es > 0
inside the channel.) Throughout this paper, when we
use ± or ∓, the upper sign will correspond to a posi-
tive, and lower to a negative streamer. Neither E nor
spatial charge ever reverse their sign, as indicated by the
results of hydrodynamic simulations [e.g. 26]. (The un-
4derlying explanation may be that a field or charge density
reversal would raise the energy of electric field, which is
only possible if electrons can pump their kinetic energy
into it. However, this is impossible in the hydrodynamic
approximation that we use, because electron motion is
non-inertial.) This means, e.g., that a positive streamer
only has positive spatial charges associated with it.
The total error associated with the simplifying assump-
tions made here is probably of the order of a few tens of
percent (as suggested in Subsubsection II C 4).
3. Microscopic processes and hydrodynamic equations
We consider the following transport and reaction pro-
cesses. Most of electron density growth in the streamer
is due to avalanche impact ionization in the streamer
front, described by temporal ionization rate νi(E). The
electrons attach to neutrals, forming negative ions, with
temporal rate νa(E). The total electron production (net
ionization) rate is
νt ≡ νi − νa (1)
The seeds for the impact ionization avalanches are pro-
vided by the photoionization process with source sp,
which is described in Subsection II E. The streamer prop-
agation is affected by electron drift, velocity of which is
v = −µ(E)E, where µ(E) > 0 is the electron mobil-
ity. In scalar notations for values on axis, v = µ(E)E
with v > 0, so that v = ∓vxˆ. The values of coefficients
νi, νa and µ used in calculations are given in Subsec-
tion III A. The electron drift is also responsible for the
electrical conductivity, since the ion mobility is about
∼1000 times lower. The conductivity current density is
given by Jc = −evn or Jc = evn (Jc = ±Jcxˆ on axis),
where e > 0 is the absolute value of the electron charge.
In a system with changing field, the displacement current
Jd = ε0∂tE (Jd = ±Jdxˆ on axis) is also important, so
we reserve the notation J = Jc +Jd for the total current
(J = ±Jxˆ on axis), which is divergenceless as a general
result of Maxwell’s equations:
∇ · J = 0, J = Jd + Jc = ε0∂tE− evn (2)
We neglect electron diffusion, as it is not important for
later stages of streamer propagation [11], as well as non-
locality in electron transport [27], which were discussed
in Subsubsection II A 1.
The hydrodynamic equations for particle densities are
[e.g., 29]:
ε0∇ ·E = e(ni − n)
∂tn+∇ · (vn) = νtn+ sp
∂tni = νtn+ sp
 (3)
where we introduce the net ion density ni (positive mi-
nus negative), needed for charge balance. We neglect
electron detachment from negative ions, recombination
and inter-ion processes. (These processes may, however,
be important in the streamer channel, see discussion in
Section VI B.)
We can exclude ni from the system (3) by subtracting
the last two equations and substituting the result into
the first, obtaining
ε0∂tE = evn+ J
∂tn+∇ · (vn) = νtn+ sp
}
(4)
which is more convenient for solving if J is somehow spec-
ified.
4. Additional streamer parameters
There are three more notations that are used through-
out this paper and thus for convenience are listed here,
even though they are introduced later:
1. Maximum field at the streamer tip Em, see Fig-
ure 1;
2. Idealized maximum field or flat-front maximum
field in front of the streamer Ef which would be
obtained for d → 0 or if the front were completely
flat (a = ∞). Due to finite thickness d > 0 and
curvature of the streamer head (a < ∞), how-
ever, we have Em < Ef . The relation between
Ef and Em is obtained in Appendix A and is given
by equation (22). Both the real field and the flat-
front field are sketched in Figure 1 with solid and
dashed lines, respectively. Field Ef is a measure
of the surface charge density at the streamer tip,
ρs = ε0(Ef − Es), and is calculated in Subsubsec-
tion II B 1.
3. The electric field width at the tip of the streamer
l, which is of the order of a fraction of a. It was
defined previously, e.g., by Naidis [11] and is intro-
duced in Subsubsection II B 2.
B. The E field outside the ionization front
1. Field enhancement at the tip
The electric field for |ξ|  d is calculated in the as-
sumption of an infinitely thin surface (d = 0) using the
cylindrically-symmetric implementation of the method of
moments (MoM) [30, ch. 2] which was developed by the
author for the paper of Skeltved et al. [31] where its de-
scription may be found. The charges are redistributed
on the surface of the streamer in order to create uniform
field Es inside it. Finding the surface charges in such a
configuration is equivalent to finding them for an ideally-
conducting rod (with zero field inside) if we subtract Es
everywhere. The resulting excess field is Eexc ≡ E−Es.
The excess external field Eexce = Ee−Es is then enhanced
5by the charges on the streamer surface near the streamer
tip, and canceled by them inside the streamer. We de-
note the ratio of the field created (only) by these charges
just at the streamer tip (ξ = +0) to the excess exter-
nal field as the field enhancement factor, η ≡ η(L/a),
which is a function of geometry only, i.e. of the ratio
of the streamer length to its radius. Thus, by definition
Eexccharges(+0) = E
exc(+0)−Eexce = Eexce η. With notation
Ef ≡ E(+0), this becomes
Ef = Es + (Ee − Es)(η + 1) = Ee + (Ee − Es)η (5)
The MoM results for η are close (within 4% for L/a >
5) to those given by an approximate formula of Bazelyan
and Raizer [1, p. 78]:
η(L/a) ≈ 2 + 0.56(2L/a)0.92 (6)
2. Field outside the tip
The calculated dependence on ξ of the electric field
created by the streamer charges is fitted to the shape
∝ 1/(ξ + l) proposed by Naidis [11] in region 0 < ξ < a.
We will demonstrate in Subsection III D that the region
ξ > a is not important for streamer development, so we
can write
E(ξ > 0)|d=0 ≈ Ee + (Ee − Es)η
1 + ξ/l
= Ee +
Ef − Ee
1 + ξ/l
(7)
Taking into account smooth transition from inside to out-
side streamer with finite front thickness d > 0, we can
write this as
E(ξ) = Es + (Ee − Es)S(ξ)
[
η
1 + ξ/l
+ 1
]
(8)
where the “switch function” S(ξ) is such that S(ξ 
−d) = 0 and S(ξ  d) = 1 and describes the shape
of the front of thickness d. The effects of finite d are
discussed in detail in Subsection II D and Appendix A.
For d → 0, the switch function becomes the Heaviside
step function S(ξ) = Ω(ξ), defined by Ω(ξ > 0) = 1 and
Ω(ξ < 0) = 0.
Far ahead of the front, S(ξ) ≈ 1, so that we can use
formula (7). This is valid at ξ & ξm, where ξm is the
location where the field is maximal (see Figure 1) and is
such that d < ξm < l. At this point, ξm still remains
to be found; but looking ahead, it is defined in equation
(22). Thus,
E(ξ & ξm)|d>0 = equation (7) (9)
The parameter l/a (taken as ≈0.33–0.5 by Naidis [11])
was calculated with MoM so that it gives the best fit
for equation (7) at 0 < ξ < a, and was fitted with the
formula
l/a ≈ 0.40− 0.59
(L/a) + 2.31
(10)
3. Linear charge density
Another important output of the MoM is the linear
charge density (per unit ξ) along the streamer channel
λ(ξ), which equals to the surface charge density on the
surface of the channel integrated over the azimuth. The
linear charge density is variable, growing from zero at
the beginning (i.e., tail) of the streamer (defined as the
location where it is attached to the conducting plane,
i.e. ξ = −L) to the maximum at the streamer tip. The
value of λ(ξ) is at the streamer neck, λneck ≡ λ(ξ = −a),
was calculated numerically with MoM and approximated
with a fit
λneck ≈ ε0(Ee − Es)a
[
2.70 (L/a− 1) + 7.43
√
L/a− 1
]
(11)
The field of the shape given by (7) can be created by a
uniform linear charge density concentrated on the semi-
axis at ξ < −l with value
λE = 4piε0l(Ef − Ee) = 4piε0l(Ee − Es)η (12)
which is actually very close (within 7.5% error) to λneck
given by (11) for all values of L/a. Even though the real
linear charge density is nonconstant, it varies with a large
scale L  a, so this variation is not important when we
consider fields close to the tip, ξ . a.
4. Uniformity of a along the channel and the field near the
tip
We assumed that the streamer channel had constant
radius throughout its length. If Es = const , the varia-
tions of the channel radius far from the streamer head
are not going to affect much the field outside the tip,
E(ξ > 0), because it is formed mostly by the surface
charges near the tip (e.g., uniform linear density in equa-
tion (12)). The uniformity of Es is discussed in Subsub-
section II C 4.
C. Electrical currents
1. Current continuity on axis
Let us look qualitatively at the structure of the to-
tal current density J = Jc + Jd, where Jc = −evn is
the conductivity current and Jd = ε0∂tE is the displace-
ment current. The current inside the streamer channel
is mostly the conductivity current which has the high-
est value of Jc ≈ ensv(Es) on the streamer axis and
may be distributed non-uniformly in the radial direction;
the displacement current is small because of approximate
uniformity of Es. The current outside the streamer, i.e.,
at ξ > ξm, where equation (7) is also valid according to
equation (9), is mostly the displacement current due to
6absence of free electrons in that region:
J(ξ) = ε0∂tE = −ε0V ∂ξE
Substituting (7), and integrating, we get
J(ξ) =
J0
(1 + ξ/l)2
, ξ > ξm
where
J0 =
ε0V (Ee − Es)η
l
=
ε0V (Ef − Ee)
l
(13)
This is a current that diverges in three dimensions, and it
is natural to assume that it starts diverging from the tip
of the streamer, i.e., the above expression ∝ (1 + ξ/l)−2
is approximately valid also for 0 < ξ < ξm. Inside the
streamer (ξ < 0), the current is the conductivity current
and is approximately constant, and taking into account
continuity at ξ = 0, we get
J(ξ) = J0 ×
{
(1 + ξ/l)−2, ξ > 0
1, ξ < 0
(14)
with J0 given by (13). The conductivity current is Jc =
ensv(Es), so the current continuity relation at ξ = 0
becomes
ensv(Es) = J0 =
ε0V (Ee − Es)η
l
(15)
This is essentially the same as equation (6) of Babaeva
and Naidis [32] if we use the second expression for J0
from (13).
2. Discussion of conductivity and displacement current
variations inside the front
Although the total current density is continuous (and
≈ J0 on axis) through the thin ionization front (|ξ| . d),
both conductivity and displacement current, when taken
separately, greatly exceed the total value J0 in that
region, but almost cancel each other. For a positive
streamer, the conductivity current is aligned in ξ direc-
tion and is due to the very high field ∼ Ef and high elec-
tron density ∼ ns, while the displacement current is in
the direction opposite to ξ and is due to the sudden drop
of electric field from Ef to Es. For a negative streamer,
the directions are reversed.
3. Current integrated over the cross-sectional area
The total channel current, integrated over the cross-
sectional area of the channel, is I = pia2IJc, where aI is
the effective radius < a. We can approximately deter-
mine the value of aI from equation (15). The total chan-
nel current I is the same as given by the transportation
of the charged channel with the velocity of the streamer,
i.e., I = λV . This must hold at least at the neck, with
λ = λneck given by equation (11), or we can use the uni-
form linear charge density given by equation (12) so that
I = λEV = const . Equating this to the conductivity
current, and using (15), we get
I = pia2Iensv(Es) = pia
2
I
ε0V (Ee − Es)η
l
≈ λEV
Thus,
aI
l
≈
√
λE
piε0l(Ee − Es)η = 2
where we used (12).
The simulations [e.g. 26] indicate that the radial cur-
rent distribution is approximately parabolic (as sketched
in Figure 1), which would give aI ≈ a/
√
2. This would
be obtained for
l/a ≈ 1/
√
8 (16)
which matches equation (10) well for a wide range of L/a.
We may perform a sanity check to see if the total cur-
rent flowing in the streamer channel is conserved. The
displacement current flows out approximately isotropi-
cally. (A uniformly charged thin moving rod creates an
isotropic displacement current flowing out of its end.)
The center from which the isotropic displacement cur-
rent is flowing may be taken at ξ = −l, as suggested by
equation (14). The total current is integrated over the
surface of a sphere of radius ξ+ l centered at ξ = −l and
is equal to I = 4pi(ξ + l)2J(ξ) = 4piJ0l
2 which matches
I = λV if λ = λE is given by equation (12).
4. On the assumptions of uniformity of Es and ns along
the channel
In order to calculate the electric field outside the
streamer tip in Subsubsection II B 2, we assumed Es =
const . Equation (15) requires constant current along
the channel, i.e., nsv(Es) = const , which together with
Es = const means that we also need ns = const . How-
ever, the assumed uniformity of Es and ns along the
streamer channel may be invalidated by the neglected
attachment and recombination processes, which is the
subject of Subsection VI B. Alternatively, it could be af-
fected by (1) large variations of the channel radius far
from the streamer head; or (2) the history of channel de-
velopment. Let us discuss both of these possible causes.
1. The variation of channel radius along the channel
may affect the conductivity current flowing through
the channel. In particular, both observations and
hydrodynamic simulations show that the channel
widens as the the streamer propagates, thus having
a conical shape which narrows towards the streamer
tail. However, it is still possible to have both the to-
tal current I ≈ const (see Subsubsection II C 3) and
7Es ≈ const even in this situation if somehow the in-
tegral of electron density n over the transverse area
of the channel is kept constant, and electrons flow
through the variable-radius channel like through a
pipe, keeping the same drift velocity determined by
Es.
2. The tail part of the channel was created earlier and
at different conditions, and therefore ns there may
be different from that in the parts closer to the head
which were created later. (We may assume that
ns locally stays the same because the electrons in
the channel do not drift much on the time scale of
the streamer development, i.e. v(Es)  V .) The
evolution of ns may be inferred if we look ahead, at
Figures 6e and 7e, from which we see that ns may
either decrease (for positive streamers) or grow (for
negative streamers) with streamer length. A non-
stationary calculation is beyond the scope of the
presented paper. The error associated with this
approximation comes from replacing the average ns
along the channel with the value from latest added
streamer segment, and may be up to a few tens of
percent. This may be the biggest source of error in
the presented model.
D. E inside the ionization front
The value Ef given by equation (5) is actually never
achieved due to finite size of front thickness d. In fact,
the maximum field Em = E(ξm) < Ef is achieved at
ξm, such that d < ξm < a (see the sketch of the plot of
E(ξ) in Figure 1). However, field Ef still has a physi-
cal meaning: together with Es it determines the surface
charge density at the tip of the streamer ρs =
∫
ρ dξ =
ε0(Ef −Es) = ε0(Ee−Es)(η+ 1), where the integration
is through the ionization front. Thus, it would be the
correct field ahead of the front, if the front were exactly
flat. (The sketch of the flat-front field is plotted with a
dashed line in Figure 1.)
1. Relation between ns and Ef for the flat front
The flat ionization front had been studied in great de-
tail [see, e.g. 19, ch. 3]. In this Section, we quickly review
its theory, in order to make the connection between ns
and Ef . In a flat front, the total current ∇·J = ∂ξJ = 0
so necessarily J = const = 0 because it is zero at in-
finity. Thus, a flat front cannot describe realistically the
front of the streamer which has a significant nonzero cur-
rent given by equation (14). (This case is dealt with in
Appendix A.)
The system (4) for total current J = 0 and with ∂t =
−V ∂ξ consists of the equations for E and electron density
n in a flat front advancing with velocity V :
ε0V ∂ξE = ev(E)n
∂ξ {[V ± v(E)]n} = −νt(E)n
}
(17)
The photoionization term was neglected inside the front;
it will be tackled in Subsection II E.
The solution for n(E) is obtained by dividing the sec-
ond equation by the first and integrating:
en(E)
ε0
=
V
V ± v(E) [Ψ(Ef )−Ψ(E)]
where we used n = 0 at E = Ef (corresponding to ξ →
∞), and introduced the ionization integral [19, p. 62]
Ψ(E) =
∫ E
0
αt(E
′) dE′ (18)
and αt as the net spatial ionization rate (the inverse
avalanche length, also called the first Townsend coeffi-
cient):
αt(E) ≡ νt(E)
v(E)
=
νt(E)
µ(E)E
(19)
The field behind the front is necessarily E(ξ = −∞) = 0
for J ≡ 0, thus this system cannot produce Es 6= 0. The
ionization inside the flat front is therefore ns ≡ n(E =
0) = Ψ(Ef ). To be more accurate, however, we take
ns ≡ n(E = Es):
ens
ε0
=
V
V ± v(Es) [Ψ(Ef )−Ψ(Es)]
≈ Ψ(Ef )−Ψ(Es) (20)
where we neglect v(Es) compared to V . The correction
of Ψ(Es) is only necessary if Ψ(Es) is very different from
zero. This may occur in a numerical implementation
since the three-body attachment coefficient contributing
to αt makes it very large (and negative) for small E.
2. Bulk charge relaxation time
One can make a ballpark estimation of ns, e.g, for a
power function αt(E) ∝ Ek−1 used by some authors [e.g.
1, ch. 3], with not too large k (the mentioned reference
used k = 2.5):
ns =
ε0νt(Ef )
keµ(Ef )
We can now support the claim from Subsection II A that
the Maxwellian relaxation time inside the streamer is
small enough to be neglected. It is
τM =
ε0
σ
=
ε0
eµ(Es)ns
= k
µ(Ef )
µ(Es)
τi ∼ τi
8where τi = 1/νt(Ef ) is the ionization time in the
streamer front. During this time, the streamer travels
distance V/νt(Ef ), which, as we will see later in equa-
tion (21), is the streamer front thickness d  a. Thus,
the charges completely relax before streamer covers any
significant distance.
The power-law dependence of αt(E) was used only for
an estimate, and any other sufficiently fast growing func-
tion would give a result of the same order of magnitude.
Equality of Maxwellian relaxation time behind the front
and the ionization time inside the front has been consid-
ered to be the condition for stable streamer propagation
[33]. We emphasize that τM is the time of relaxation
of the bulk charge only; the surface charge relaxes at a
much longer timescale [24], which allows the existence of
nonzero field Es.
3. Front thickness d
When the front is completely flat, E = Ef for all ξ 
d. In this region, the second equation of (17) is:
[V ± µ(Ef )Ef ]∂ξn = −νt(Ef )n
This has an exponential solution n ∝ e−ξ/d with
d =
V ± v(Ef )
νt(Ef )
(21)
4. Non-flat front (with J 6= 0)
Now, let us add the effects of the finite transverse size
of the streamer, in particular the current flowing along
the streamer axis through the front, and estimate correc-
tions to the expressions for ns and E(ξ). The details of
this procedure are too technical and therefore presented
not here but in Appendix A. Let us just recap the main
results. In particular, we argue that we still can use ex-
pression (20) for ns in which we still must use Ef instead
of Em. We also obtain expressions for ξm and Em (equa-
tion A9) which we repeat here for convenience:
Em
Ef
= 1− d
l
log
(
l
d
)
, ξm = d log
(
l
d
)
(22)
where the front thickness d is given by equation (21). For
a non-flat front, we may also use the corrected value Em
instead of Ef in expression for d.
E. Relation between streamer velocity V and its
radius a determined by photoionization
1. Zheleznyak et al. [34] expression for photoionization
source sp
Photoionization is proportional to the impact ioniza-
tion νin:
sp(r) =
∫
CF (|r− r′|)νi(|E(r′)|)n(r′) d3r′ (23)
where C ≈ 0.1 pqp+pq ∼ 0.01 (with p = 760 mmHg, pq =
30–60 mmHg) [as used in 26] and F is the Zheleznyak
et al. [34] function, which describes nonlocality due to
photon transport:
F (r) =
e−r/Λ2 − e−r/Λ1
4pir3 log(Λ2/Λ1)
(24)
In the sea-level air Λ2 ≈ 2 mm and Λ1 ≈ 35 µm and
therefore log(Λ2/Λ1) ≈ 4. The constant coefficient is
such that F is normalized to 1 when integrated over the
whole space.
2. Approximate expression for sp
Since most of the impact ionization occurs in a small
region |ξ| . d, and the photoionization electrons are cre-
ated at ξ ∼ a d (see Subsection III D), for calculation
of sp we may assume that the source of photons is at
ξ = 0. The impact ionization integrated over the whole
volume is
Si = pia
2
ph
∫
νi(E)ndξ
Here aph is the effective radius of the photon-emitting
portion of the front, or photoemitting radius for short.
In most of the results in this paper we take aph = a/2.
The integral ∫
νi(E)ndξ ≈ ns[V ± v(Es)]
may be obtained by integrating the second equation of
(17) and taking νi(E) ≈ νt(E). Usually, v(Es) V , but
for now we will keep this term.
Substituting this into the photoionization source (23),
we get:
sp(ξ) = SiCFaph(ξ) = pia
2
phns[V ± v(Es)]CFaph(ξ) (25)
where function Faph(ξ) is F (r) averaged over the trans-
verse area of the front. This averaging is necessary to
avoid divergence in F as ξ → 0 and it takes into account
that at ξ . aph, the transverse size of the emitting region
9∼ aph also plays a role:
Faph(ξ) =
1
pia2ph
∫
r⊥<aph
F (r) d2r⊥
=
1
pia2ph
∫ √ξ2+a2ph
ξ
F (r) 2pir dr, r =
√
ξ2 + r2⊥
This may be calculated numerically, using (24).
3. Pancheshnyi et al. [35] equation
The second equation of (17) with added photoioniza-
tion source (or the second equation of (4) taken on the
streamer axis, see also equation (A1) in the Appendix A
where we consider a non-flat front) is
− ∂ξ [(V ± v)n] = νtn+ sp(ξ) (26)
It is a linear inhomogeneous first-order differential equa-
tion. With boundary condition n(+∞) = 0, its solution
is
n(ξ) =
1
V ± v(E)
∫ ∞
ξ
sp(ξ
′) exp
[∫ ξ′
ξ
νt(E) dξ
′′
V ± v(E)
]
dξ′
(27)
Substituting (25), from the condition n(0) = ns we get
an equation for electron density balance first derived by
Pancheshnyi et al. [35, equation (17)]:
pia2phC
∫ ∞
0
Faph(ξ) exp
[∫ ξ
0
νt(E) dξ
′
V ± v(E)
]
dξ = 1 (28)
4. Approximate forms of Pancheshnyi et al. [35] equation
Naidis [11] used a boundary condition on n(ξ) at a
fixed distance n(ξp) = np to describe the photoionization
source instead of using a distributed source sp(ξ) and
thereby obtained an approximate form of this equation.
This may be done by setting Faph(ξ) = 0 for ξ < ξp in
(26) plus the mentioned boundary condition, which gives
the solution
log
[
(V ± v[Es])ns
(V ± v[E(ξp)])np
]
=
∫ ξp
0
νt(E) dξ
′
V ± v(E)
The value of np may be calculated from (27) at ξ = ξp.
An even more approximate form was obtained first by
Loeb [36] by neglecting the drift velocity and taking νt ≈
const :
V ≈ 1
log(ns/np)
∫ ξp
0
νt(ξ) dξ ≈ νtξp
log(ns/np)
(29)
Of course, with such an approximate approach a question
remains of how to determine ξp (and np). The results of
Subsection III D indicate that ξp ∼ aph.
III. APPLICATION TO STREAMERS IN DRY
AIR AT SEA LEVEL
A. The expressions for physics coefficients
To avoid possible discontinuities in the solution, we
avoided using piecewise-approximated coefficients given,
e.g., by Morrow and Lowke [29]. Instead, we use the
following smooth but approximate expressions.
1. The electron mobility:
µ(E) =
(
E
3× 106 V/m
)−0.17
× 0.044 m2 V−1 s−1
This expression was chosen because it fits well the
piecewise expression of Morrow and Lowke [29].
Note that this gives an infinite conductivity as
E → 0. However, it may be estimated that this
expression holds well for E & 30 kV/m, in which
range all the fields that we consider belong. The
power law coefficient is close to value of −0.2 sug-
gested by Babaeva and Naidis [32].
2. The ionization rate is fitted to Morrow and Lowke
[29] using the Townsend approximation:
νi(E) = v(E)αi0e
−Ei0/E (30)
where
αi0 = 5.4× 105 m−1, Ei0 = 1.95× 107 V/m
This gives smaller values at lower fields (reduction
at about 30% at E = 3 MV/m) but we have a
reason to believe that the streamer propagation is
determined mostly by conditions at the head, char-
acterized by much higher fields ∼ Em. Moreover,
at even lower fields we expect the attachment to
dominate.
3. The attachment rate νa(E) = v(E)(αa2 + αa3) is
the sum of the two-body and three-body rates. The
two-body spatial attachment rate is fitted to Pasko
[37] at E < 3.5 MV/m using the Townsend approx-
imation:
αa2(E) = αa0e
−Ea0/E
αa0 = 1.7× 103 m−1, Ea0 = 3.2× 106 V/m
This also gives a ∼30% lower value than both
[37] and [29] at fields E = 2–2.5 MV/m, how-
ever, together with the reduced value of νi given
by (30) gives an approximately correct intercep-
tion field Ek ≈ 2.86 MV/m. This field is defined
as νa(Ek) = νi(Ek) or νt(Ek) = 0 (νt is defined in
item 4 below). The theoretical values for Ek are:
2.8 MV/m from νi,a(E) in [29], 3.0 MV/m from
our simulation with BOLSIG+ [38], or 3.1 MV/m
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[1, p. 26]; the experimental value is 2.4–2.6 MV/m
[2, p. 338], but this may be underestimated because
the attachment may have been compensated by de-
tachment.
The three-body spatial attachment rate is impor-
tant at low fields E . 1 MV/m which are typi-
cal for the streamer channel interior, and therefore
are necessary to consider for the results of Subsec-
tion VI B. It is taken from [29]:
αa3(E) = 4.7778× 10−69 ×N2 ×[
E/N × 104]−1.2749 m−1
where E is in V/m and N = 2.688 × 1025 m−3 is
the neutral density (Loschmidt constant).
The effects of attachment at the streamer front,
however, were shown not to be very important. We
performed exactly the same calculations without
attachment, and the calculated streamer parame-
ters turned out not to be very close to when it was
included.
4. The temporal and spatial net ionization rates are
defined as
νt(E) = νi(E)− νa(E)
αt(E) = αi(E)− αa(E)
B. Procedure of finding V and other streamer
parameters
Now, let us collect everything together. Let us fix only
the external field Ee (determined by the experimental
setup) and streamer length L (determined by the previ-
ous propagation history). The unknown streamer param-
eters are a, V , ns, Es, Em. Parameter Em is expressed
by equation (22) in terms of Ef , which is more conve-
nient to use as a parameter in the solution process. We
have the following relations between parameters:
1. Ef depends on the channel geometry and Es
by equations (8) for E(ξ) and (5). It describes
the external field enhancement by the conducting
streamer channel.
2. The field inside the streamer Es is related to V and
ns by the current continuity equation (15).
3. Streamer electron density ns is fixed by the flat-
front theory equation (20) and is a function of Ef
(and also weakly depends on Es). It may be inter-
preted as the condition for stable streamer propa-
gation, as discussed in Subsubsection II D 2.
4. Velocity V is related to radius a by equation (28),
which fixes electron density balance in the pho-
toionization and impact ionization processes.
Thus, the problem of the streamer description had
been reduced to a system of algebraic equations (SAE).
We repeat these equations here for convenience:
Ef = Ee + (Ee − Es)η
ensv(Es) =
ε0V (Ee − Es)η
l
ens
ε0
=
∫ Ef
Es
αt(E) dE
pia2phC
∫ ∞
0
Faph(ξ) exp
[∫ ξ
0
νt(E) dξ
′
V ± v(E)
]
dξ = 1

(31)
Here η, l are functions of L/a given by equations (6) and
(10), respectively; v(E) = µ(E)E is the electron drift
velocity; νt(E), αt(E) and µ(E) are defined in Subsec-
tion III A; function Faph(ξ), constant C and the pho-
toemitting radius aph (which may be taken as a fixed
fraction of a, e.g., aph = a/2) are defined in Subsec-
tion II E. The laboratory parameters (given) are Ee and
L, the unknown parameters are a, V , Es, ns and either
Ef or Em expressed by equation (22). Finally, the field
as a function of coordinate in the last equation is given
by equation (8):
E(ξ′ > 0) = Ee +
Ef − Ee
1 + ξ′/l
(32)
where we took S ≡ Ω, the step function as the switch
function. It is possible to use expression (A10) derived
in Appendix A, which is more computationally intensive
but the solution does not change significantly.
There are four equations but five unknowns. We can
quickly reduce the number of equations if we substitute
Ef from the first and ns from the third equation to into
the other two equations, in which case we are left with
two equations and three unknowns a, V , Es. Still, there
is one unconstrained unknown. It is most convenient to
choose the streamer radius a to be the independent vari-
able. This means that we still cannot fix all the streamer
parameters based only on Ee and L: the radius a is not
fixed. From the SAE (31) we may find V and other pa-
rameters as functions of a. We may call each solution at
given a a “streamer mode” and the functional relations
V = V (a), etc., the streamer “dispersion equation” by
analogy with the modes of flat-front perturbations with
different transverse wavenumbers [21]. This analogy was
mentioned in Introduction and is further discussed below
in Subsection IV A.
The computational algorithm to solve SAE (31) ex-
ploits the fact that the intrinsic field Es lies in a finite
range, namely it never exceeds Ee. We proceed as fol-
lowing for each given a:
1. For all possible Es in the valid range [0, Ee], we
calculate Ef and ns using the first and the third
equation, respectively.
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FIG. 2. An example of a set of streamer solutions V (a) (the
streamer dispersion function). The large dot indicates the
values a∗ and V ∗ ≡ maxV at which V is maximized.
2. The result for Ef is used in expression (32) for
E(ξ′) which is substituted into the left-hand side
of the fourth equation. We use the fact that it is
a monotonously decreasing function of V and use
binary search to find V at which it is equal to 1.
3. This value of V , together with ns from step 1, is
used in the second equation to calculate a new value
of the intrinsic streamer field
Enews =
ε0V η(Ee − Es)
ensµ(Es)l
4. We locate the set of values of Es inside the range
[0, Ee] such that E
new
s = Es.
5. The found value(s) of Es are used to calculate all
the other parameters, e.g. V in step 2. This is the
solution of the system. Each unique set of param-
eters (Es, V, . . . ) gives the “streamer mode” struc-
ture corresponding to the given value a.
An example of the result of an application of such al-
gorithm is shown in Figure 2. We see that the disper-
sion function V (a) calculated in this way is not always
unique, but sometimes has multiple branches, like the
shown solution for negative streamers. The unique so-
lutions for streamer parameters will be obtained on the
basis of max-V criterion introduced in Section IV and
presented Section V.
C. Results for parameters as functions of a
We performed calculations for both positive and nega-
tive streamers with lengths in interval L = 5 . . . 200 mm
with step 5 mm and external fields in interval Ee =
0.1 . . . 3 MV/m with step 0.05 MV/m. (Not all results
are presented in this paper, but are available on request,
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FIG. 3. Streamer velocity V as a function of streamer radius
a (dispersion function), for positive streamers of length L =
120 mm and a set of selected values of external field Ee. The
large dot indicates the values a∗ and V ∗ ≡ maxV at which
V is maximized.
or may be reproduced by the reader with the help of at-
tached software, see Appendix C.) In this Section, we
only present the dispersion functions for positive stream-
ers, L = 120 mm and Ee = 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1 MV/m.
The calculated values of streamer velocity V are pre-
sented in Figure 3, and the intrinsic field Es, ioniza-
tion ns, maximum field Em (Ef ) and ionization front
thickness d are presented in Figure 4. For the streamer
velocity V , it is convenient to use a unit of Mm/s
= mm/ns. We immediately observe that most of the
streamer parameters are monotonic functions of a, ex-
cept the streamer velocity V which has a maximum at a
certain value of a = a∗. This value is highlighted with a
large dot in each Figure.
In particular, in Figure 4, we can observe that there is
a significant difference between the idealized maximum
field Ef and the actual one Em. This is due to the fact
that in equation (22), even though d/l 1, the value of
log(l/d)  1 so that the ratio Em/Ef can be as low as
0.8.
D. Distance of photoionization
Many researchers [6, 11], starting with the classical
paper of Dawson and Winn [5], assumed that the seed
photoelectrons are produced at the distance ξp which is
determined by the condition E = Ek, where Ek is the
critical field at which νt(Ek) = 0 (Ek ∼ 2.86 MV/m
for the values used here). However, Babaeva and Naidis
[32] suggested that it is of the order of streamer radius,
ξp ∼ a. We can give an accurate answer to this question
by finding at which ξ the expression under the integral
in equation (28) gives the biggest contribution to the in-
tegral. For example, we may take the median of that
expression. The values for ξp and E(ξp) that were found
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FIG. 4. (a) Streamer intrinsic field Es, (b) ionization ns, (c) maximum field Em (Ef ), and (d) ionization front thickness d as
functions of streamer radius a, for positive streamers of length L = 120 mm and a set of selected values of external field Ee.
The large dot indicates the value a∗ at which V is maximized.
this way are plotted in Figure 5. We see that, in fact, the
photoelectron seed distance is determined by streamer
radius, or more precisely, is approximately equal to the
photoemitting radius which was assumed to be aph = a/2
in the presented calculations. The corresponding electric
field is also significantly higher than Ek.
IV. NECESSITY OF MAX-V CRITERION
We have solved the SAE (31) to find the streamer
modes, namely V , Es, ns and Ef as functions of a.
In the results presented in Figures 3–4, we notice that
the streamer velocity V maximizes at a chosen value
a = a∗, while all other parameters are monotonous in
a. Incidentally, the fact that V (a) has a maximum is
equivalent to a statement that a(V ) has two solutions
for V < Vmax = V (a
∗) ≡ V ∗, which was noticed by
Pancheshnyi et al. [35] and demonstrated in their Fig-
ure 9.
The value of a∗ seems to be special and we may hy-
pothesize that it is also the correct one at which the
streamer actually propagates, i.e., the “choice” is made
by maximizing velocity V . This criterion (which we will
call max-V criterion in this paper) may be used as the
missing constraint which now allows for finding an unam-
biguous set of streamer parameters. We emphasize that
max-V is a heuristic criterion because we do not have
a strict mathematical basis for it at the present time; it
only makes an intuitive sense that the “true” streamer
“wins a competition” when we measure which ionization
protrusions have reached a certain distance, because the
fastest one gets there first. However, we will now advance
some physics-based arguments in its favor, by developing
analogy with flat-front perturbations.
A. Analogy with the flat-front perturbation
analysis
Let us draw an analogy between a streamer and a linear
instability of a flat front [20, 21]. In a flat-front perturba-
tion theory, the small changes in all physical values sat-
isfy a system of linear partial differential equations. As a
consequence, the transversely-harmonic perturbations of
the flat front exponentially decrease or grow in time. (In
other physical systems described by flat-front perturba-
tions, it may be possible to have harmonically-oscillating
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FIG. 5. (a) The photoelectron seed distance ξp and (b) the field at that location E(ξp), for positive streamers of length
L = 120 mm and a set of selected values of external field Ee, with aph = a/2. The large dot highlights the value of a = a
∗ at
which V is maximized.
solutions, e.g., waves on the water surface.) The state
of the system at arbitrary moment t > 0 is determined
not only by the dynamic equations, which determine the
time evolution, but also by the initial conditions at t = 0.
Let us start with a harmonic perturbation at transverse
wavenumber k and the initial amplitude of the front po-
sition being ζ0k . Then the time evolution of the relative
(in respect to the average, or unperturbed) front position
ζ is given by
ζ(r⊥, t) = Re
{
ζ0ke
ikr⊥+γ(k)t
}
where γ(k) is a growth (if > 0) or decay (if < 0) rate.
(Depending on the nature of the front, multiple modes
may be possible for the same k, but for simplicity let us
choose only one of them, e.g., the fastest-growing.) The
foremost part of a front is ahead of the average front
position by
L ≡ max ζ(r⊥, t) =
∣∣ζ0k∣∣ exp[γ(k)t]
where we chose to denote it with L in order to keep in
mind that it is analogous to the length of a streamer in
our problem. The velocity of the front is:
v(r⊥, t) = V0 +
dζ
dt
= V0 + Re
{
γ(k)ζ0k exp[ikr⊥ + γ(k)t]
}
where V0 is the velocity of the unperturbed (flat) front.
At time t when protrusion reaches L, the protrusion ve-
locity (i.e., at the same r⊥ as ζ = L) is
V (L, k) = V0 + γ(k)
∣∣ζ0k∣∣ exp[γ(k)t] = V0 + γ(k)L
If the initial conditions are random fluctuations which
is a linear combination of harmonic perturbations at all
possible k, then at some advanced time, independently of
the initial values ζ0k , only the protrusion with the highest
growth rate
γ∗ = max
k
γ(k) = γ(k∗)
will survive. If we choose a fairly large L ( ζ0k), so that
the above-defined “advanced time” is elapsed when it is
reached, chances are that it is done by the mode k∗. Thus
the “true” protrusion velocity, which is “independent” of
the initial conditions, is
V ∗(L) = V (L, k∗) = V0 + γ∗L = max
k
V (L, k) (33)
We took “independent” into quotes because, strictly
speaking, all other modes are still present, but their am-
plitudes do not contribute much. Maximizing over k is
equivalent, of course, to maximizing over the transverse
size a = 1/k, which is analogous to the streamer ra-
dius. By analogy with the flat-front perturbation theory,
we may call the dependencies V (a) which we have ob-
tained in Section III the streamer “dispersion functions”
and the sets of solutions for each a the streamer “mode
structure.”
Thus, we have shown that the preferred solution for
the protrusion of a flat front which is grown to amplitude
L also has the highest velocity out of all solutions with
transverse sizes a and same L. One may argue that if
this argument is valid for small perturbations only, it
is not necessarily valid for a streamer, which is a large
perturbation. However, this invalidity must start only
at a certain value of L when the perturbation becomes
sufficiently nonlinear, so this argument may continue to
be approximately valid.
Hydrodynamic simulations are a popular method of
numerical solution of microscopic equations [12, 25, 29].
When one simulates a flat front, the preferred solution
automatically arises because of small numerical fluctua-
tions [21]. Therefore, we may state that in the case of
nonlinear streamer simulations of a streamer discharge,
the preferred solution with the fixed radius a∗ will also
arise automatically because of fluctuations in initial con-
ditions and numerical fluctuations in the course of calcu-
lations.
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B. Necessity of max-V or a similar criterion
One might ask whether the system (31) is really the
maximum number of equations available. If we missed
one due to lack of knowledge, the missing equation could
have fixed the remaining free parameter a. However,
as we just demonstrated, in a flat-front theory the be-
havior is determined by initial conditions. If we start
with a single mode without any other fluctuations, then
k (or equivalently, a = 1/k) is given by initial conditions
only, and thus is a free parameter. Therefore, not only
the transverse size a = 1/k in the case of the flat-front
perturbations, but by extension also the radius of the
streamer cannot be obtained on the basis of microscopic
equations such as (3) alone in principle. All solutions
with different a are valid solutions. The only way a cer-
tain transverse size a∗ can emerge is if there are multiple
random small fluctuations present in the beginning, then
only one of them survives in the long run. As in the flat-
front perturbations theory, the correct solution is not a
stable solution, but the most unstable one.
C. Invalidity of extremization of an extensive
physical value as an alternative to max-V criterion
In classical mechanics, motion of a conservative system
is determined by the principle of least action. Action is
an extensive physical value, i.e. is obtained by integrating
over volume of the system and thus is (approximately)
proportional to the system size. We obviously cannot
apply the minimization of action to a streamer system
because application of this principle still requires the ini-
tial conditions and we just demonstrated that in the ab-
sence of fluctuations the streamer radius is determined
by the initial conditions and does not have an unam-
biguous value. However, one might argue that it may
be possible to find an extensive variable which would be
maximized for the “correct” streamer radius. For exam-
ple, the faster the streamer grows, the faster the electric
energy is converted into kinetic energy of free electrons
so we may expect some correlation (if not direct corre-
spondence) between this energy conversion rate and the
velocity of the streamer and maybe look to replace the
max-V criterion with maximization of this rate. Energy
balance during the streamer propagation was considered,
e.g., by Gallimberti [6], although he did not look into its
maximization. We calculated this rate in our model, but
it did not exhibit a maximum in a. This is due to the
fact that conversion rate is also proportional to the area
of the streamer head, so it grows indefinitely with the
radius.
In fact, we may advance a general argument against
extremization of any extensive physical value as a crite-
rion.
Consider a translationally-symmetric system such as
one analyzed in this paper, namely infinite flat parallel
electrodes (or just one electrode if the other is sufficiently
far away, as we considered) that create a uniform elec-
tric field in the space between them. In this system,
we can have a single streamer (as we considered), but
we can also have multiple identical streamers separated
transversely by a distance large enough that they do not
affect each others’ propagation. A system with any num-
ber of streamers satisfies the same microscopic equations
such as (3). An extensive parameter, such as the total
energy conversion rate, will be proportional to the num-
ber of streamers, and may be increased by simply adding
more streamers while keeping the parameter values con-
stant. Thus, a system in which it attains a maximum
value cannot possibly describe a single streamer.
Another example of an extensive physical value that is
invalidated by this argument is the total current flowing
between electrodes while the streamer is propagating.
D. Viable alternatives to max-V criterion
We still do not exclude a possibility that maximization
of an intensive physical value may be an alternative to
the max-V criterion. However, this alternative criterion
must be equivalent to max-V in the case of small per-
turbations of a flat front. As an example (although for
a completely different physical system), we may quote
the max-amplitude criterion of Dias and Miranda [39]
who considered “fingering” (Saffman-Taylor) instability
in viscous flows. They still used linear approximation to
calculate the perturbation growth, but the growth rate
(analog of γ above) was time-dependent, which necessi-
tated the new criterion in their problem. In application
to our system, this criterion is equivalent to minimizing
the time required for the streamer to reach a given length
L. But this can be achieved only by maximizing velocity
at each previous moment of time, i.e. at lengths < L, so
the max-V criterion must emerge again.
E. Other authors’ approach to the insufficiency of
microscopic equations for determining parameters
Bazelyan and Raizer [1, p. 277] approached the prob-
lem of missing one equation by arbitrarily fixing one
streamer parameter, namely the electric field in front of
the streamer Em, at a “chosen” value. It was done on the
basis of a consideration that νi(E) given by equation (30)
has a threshold-like behavior ∝ (E−E∗) where E∗ is the
field at the “neck” of the streamer. Then Em ∝ E∗, and
is expressed as a fixed fraction of Ei0 ≈ 19.5 MV/m used
in the expression for νi. Let us look at variations of Em
plotted in Figure 4. We see that even though Em varies
in a wide range for various a, but when taken at a∗ (high-
lighted with a dot), it is rather constant. This results is
even more apparent in Figure 6d, where the full set of
results is presented only for the maximized V . However,
unlike the “chosen Em” hypothesis, there is a reason for
it attaining this particular approximately constant value:
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for the set of parameters to which it belongs, the velocity
is maximized. Moreover, we will see in Subsection V B
and Figure 7d that for negative streamers, “chosen Em”
is not constant at all. Moreover, the “chosen Em” theory
does not allow calculation of streamer parameters if the
system does not have a threshold-like νi. The proposed
max-V criterion, however, is universal in the sense that
it does not depend on the exact functional shapes of the
coefficients, such as νi.
Even though fixing Em already determines all param-
eters, D’yakonov and Kachorovskii [24], on whose model
Bazelyan and Raizer [1, p. 277] based theirs, actually
overdetermined their system of equations by fixing also
Es = Ee in their Section 4. This led to nonsensical re-
sults such that the ionized region in an infinitely growing
streamer has finite length, even in the absence of attach-
ment. Such logical errors are hard to locate and lead to
obstruction of understanding and consequently general
skepticism to the class of such “simplified” models in sci-
entific community. We must point out that D’yakonov
and Kachorovskii [24] also wrote out a complete system
of equations corresponding to our equations (8,15,20,28).
In their paper, the corresponding equation numbers are
(17, 19, 14, 9), even though these equations were ob-
tained with different approximations. In their earlier pa-
per, D’yakonov and Kachorovskii [40, Figure 1] even dis-
cussed that changing the radius of the streamer to a more
physical one may increase the velocity, but did not fully
formulate the max-V principle.
F. Unambiguity of streamer parameters in our
calculation
The system (31) plus max-V criterion unambiguously
determined all parameters of the streamer from given L
and Ee. We emphasize again that Ee is determined by
the laboratory conditions and L by the previous history
of the streamer propagation, so these parameters are pre-
sumed to be known. After fixing a = a∗, we do not
have any free parameters left in the model, except one
dimensionless parameters aph/a = 1/2. We tried setting
this parameter to 1, and a∗ only changed by a few per-
cent, and the change in V ∗ was even smaller. Thus, the
method of determination of streamer parameters outlined
in this paper is stable in respect variations of aph/a, and
hopefully may be applied for quantitative estimates in
practical situations.
V. RESULTS WITH MAX-V CRITERION
APPLIED
Now, we present results of calculations with the
streamer radius selected at value a∗ by the max-V cri-
terion. In the presentation of these results, we omit the
asterisk in the notation of the optimal value (i.e. write a
instead of a∗ etc.), hopefully this does not cause a con-
fusion. In Appendix B, by making additional approxi-
mations, we derive analytic expressions for V (a) and the
optimal values a∗ and V ∗ and explain the qualitative be-
havior of streamer parameters. However, the analytic ex-
pressions are less accurate and therefore cannot be used
for quantitative estimates.
A. Positive streamers
The results for positive streamers are presented in Fig-
ure 6. The velocity is compared to the measurement of
Allen and Mikropoulos [41] who fitted the measured V
with a E3e dependence. We observe that an exponential
fit could also be valid. We must mention that Allen and
Mikropoulos [41] obtained a velocity which is approxi-
mately constant with distance L, but our calculations
suggest that it must grow with L. This may be explained
by non-uniformity of the electric field in the experiment,
since a pointed electrode was used to launch the streamer
(although Allen and Mikropoulos [41] assert that the non-
uniformity was confined to the first 1.5 cm of streamer
propagation). Unfortunately, most of the streamer obser-
vations are done either in the lab with very non-uniform
field created by electrodes shaped as a point [10], wire
[42] or hemisphere [8], or in the upper atmosphere in the
form of sprites that propagate in a non-uniform medium,
i.e., have lengths of the order of atmospheric scale height
of ∼ 7 km [43], so we cannot compare these experimental
results with our calculations at the present time. These
comparisons are a subject of future work.
The inter-model verification (comparison with results
of other numerical models) was beyond the scope of the
present work, and is a subject of future research. Pre-
liminary comparison with Bagheri et al. [18] shows ∼30%
difference in radius and velocity.
The maximum field at streamer head Em does not ex-
hibit a lot of variation at Ee & 0.5 MV/m. The con-
stancy of Em gave rise to the “chosen Em” hypothesis
of Bazelyan and Raizer [1, p. 277] which we criticize in
this paper (see Subsection IV E). The calculated typical
value of streamer electron density ns ∼ 5 × 1018 m−3 is
of the same order as given by Raizer [2, p. 343].
B. Negative streamers
When we calculate streamer parameters as functions
of a for negative streamers, we also get, analogously to
the positive streamer results, monotonous functions of a
for all parameters except V which has a maximum at
a certain value a∗. There are usually two branches, as
depicted in Figure 2, so we have to take V ∗ on the up-
per branch. The results for negative streamers at a∗ are
presented in Figure 7. We omit the asterisk in the nota-
tion of the optimal value (i.e. write a instead of a∗ etc.).
Some of the quantities vary in a manner which is dif-
ferent qualitatively from the positive streamers: (i) neg-
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FIG. 6. Results for positive streamers (at maximum V ) as functions of external field Ee, for three different values of L = 40,
120 and 200 mm. We omit the asterisk in the notation of the optimal value (i.e. write a instead of a∗ etc.). The dots highlight
the same values as in Figures 3–4: (a) streamer velocity V , (b) the optimal radius a, (c) the intrinsic field Es, (d) the maximum
field Em, (e) the streamer electron density ns, and (f) the front thickness d as a fraction of a in percent. The measurements of
Allen and Mikropoulos [41, eq. (6) for zero air humidity] at L = 120 mm are presented together with calculated V results in
panel (a).
ative streamers of fixed length exist only above a cer-
tain threshold field Ee (there is more on thresholds in
Subsection VI B); (ii) velocity dependence on Ee is no
longer well-fitted by an exponential, but is closer to lin-
ear; (iii) the streamer radius a∗ starts with large values at
low fields, unlike positive streamers in Figure 6b; (iv) the
intrinsic field Es grows slower with Ee than in the posi-
tive case; (v) in contrast with the positive streamers, the
maximum field at streamer head Em grows significantly
with Ee, which may be used to refute the “chosen Em”
hypothesis of Bazelyan and Raizer [1, p. 277]; (vi) the
calculated streamer electron density ns also grows with
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Ee, in contrast to the positive streamer result.
VI. DISCUSSION
A. Discussion of the streamer radius results
Raizer [2, p. 357] admits that the streamer radius is
not very well known. The typical radius during the
avalanche-to-streamer transition is given to be a0 =
0.18 mm [2, p. 332]. Hydrodynamic simulations [26] in-
dicate that it can be even smaller, a few tens of µm. The
typical streamer radius at a more advanced stage is given
in the range from 10–30 µm for short gaps [44] to 0.5 mm
[2, p. 343]. Recent measurements suggest that streamers
may be wider than given by these figures. E.g., Yi and
Williams [9] have observed a = 3 mm for positive and
a = 4 mm for negative streamers in 10% O2 mixture with
N2. Briels et al. [10] observed positive streamer diame-
ters of 0.2–3 mm in a needle-plane electrode geometry in
a 40 mm gap. Chen et al. [8] observed positive streamers
with diameters 1.6–6.3 mm for a 2-cm-diameter hemi-
spherical electrode 2 cm and streamer length of 2–16 cm.
Very wide diameters, & 1 cm were measured by
Tarasenko et al. [45], for both positive and negative
streamers. The negative streamers have larger diameters
for the same conditions (geometry and voltage), as seen
from comparison of their Figures 4 and 5. The measured
diameter and velocity increase as a function of applied
voltage and wider streamers move faster than thinner
streamers, both in the sprite streamers and in labora-
tory discharges [43]. The photographic observations of
Kochkin et al. [46] indicate radii up to ∼1 cm.
The streamer radius calculated here is rather large
(&1 cm) for negative streamers and for some values of
Ee for positive streamers. The dependence on field and
correlation with velocity in our results presented in Fig-
ure 6a and 6b agree with the above-mentioned experi-
mental trends [43]. Radii for negative streamers are ob-
tained to be larger than those of positive streamers (com-
pare Figures 7b and 6b), in agreement with experiment
[45].
B. Electron attachment in the channel and
streamer threshold fields
The electrons inside the streamer channel will eventu-
ally attach. (For estimates in this Subsection, we dis-
regard the processes of detachment and recombination.)
The length over which it occurs is
Latt =
V ± v(Es)
νa(Es)− νi(Es) (34)
This expression is valid only when it is > 0 (i.e., νa > νi
in the channel). We took into account both the effects of
the streamer motion and the electron drift.
The calculated number of attachment lengths L/Latt
is plotted in Figure 8, for both positive and negative
streamers. The conductivity in the streamer channel
drops ∝ e−L/Latt , and when it becomes too low to sup-
port the streamer current, this should lead to electric
detachment of the streamer from the electrode and prob-
ably to the eventual quenching of the streamer. This
may explain the existence of threshold Ee for the pos-
itive streamers. Thus, we may estimate the positive
streamer threshold field E+t by finding Ee at which
L/Latt achieves a fixed value close to 1. Such curves are
plotted in Figure 9. To compare, we also plot the exper-
imentally measured threshold fields [41, Fig. 4, 270 ns
triggering pulse]. The error bars are such that lower
and upper limit correspond to what was called “thresh-
old” and “stability” fields by Allen and Mikropoulos [41].
Aleksandrov and Bazelyan [47] suggested that electron-
ion recombination is more important for the streamer
channel decay than attachment, which may explain why
the value of L/Latt ∼ 1 does not match well the exper-
imental data, but instead the best-matching values are
∼ 10–15. Anyway, both are three-body processes, so we
cannot expect E+t to be simply proportional to atmo-
spheric density, but instead to have a nonlinear depen-
dence [48, 49].
We must point out that quenching of the streamer
when it becomes electrically detached from the electrode
is not proven yet. In fact, Gallimberti [50, Figure 22b]
describes a unipolar streamer soliton with a “compensa-
tion zone” behind the streamer in which the conductivity
and charge gradually fall to zero, which contradicts our
statement that such objects must be quenched. However,
we were not able to find any numerical confirmation in
literature of existence of such solitons. Of course, bipolar
electrode-free streamer systems (pilots) do exist [26, 46]
and are an important stage in propagation of negative
leaders [44, 51].
For negative streamers, L/Latt stays mostly . 1, as
seen in Figure 8b, and the threshold is determined by a
different mechanism. Namely, as we see in Figure 7, the
solution is disappearing at small Ee. This happens be-
cause the two negative streamer mode branches in Fig-
ure 2, become closer and closer to each other as Ee is
lowered and eventually disappear at Ee = E−t, which we
define to be the negative streamer threshold field. The
value of E−t calculated in this way is also plotted in Fig-
ure 9. The results are compatible with the commonly
accepted values of the the negative streamer threshold
fields E−t = 0.75–1.25 MV/m [2, p. 362]. Interestingly,
E−t decreases with L, which is the opposite behavior
from E+t. This may mean that in order for a negative
streamer to grow starting from zero length, the exter-
nal field with average values in the range of Figure 9
(Ee . 2 MV/m) must be non-uniform (stronger closer to
the electrode).
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FIG. 7. Results for negative streamers (at maximum of V ) as functions of external field Ee, for three different values of L = 40,
120 and 200 mm. We omit the asterisk in the notation of the optimal value (i.e. write a instead of a∗ etc.): (a) streamer
velocity V , (b) the optimal radius a, (c) the intrinsic field Es, (d) the maximum field Em, (e) the streamer electron density ns,
and (f) the front thickness d as a fraction of a in percent.
C. Streamer branching
The model proposed in this paper may be capable of
describing the branching of streamers, even though we
represented a streamer as a single conducting cylinder.
Branching is an instability when the former streamer ra-
dius is suddenly replaced by a new, smaller one, so that
the streamer necessarily has to split into two (or more)
branches. Such an instability could have occurred in the
presented theory, if the dispersion function V (a) had a
shape with two peaks, with their relative height changing
as a function of L. If at smaller L the peak at larger a was
higher, but above some critical L the peak at the smaller
a became higher, then it would mean that the optimal a∗
would change suddenly (discontinuously) from a higher
to lower value. If the lower value a∗ were a fraction of
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FIG. 9. Positive and negative streamer threshold fields E±t,
as a function of the streamer length L. The experimental data
are from Allen and Mikropoulos [41, Fig. 4].
the higher one, this could lead to splitting of the channel.
However, this condition never occurred in the pre-
sented results: the dispersion function V (a) always had a
single peak (e.g., see Figures 2, 3). We may hypothesize
that branching has a difficulty to occur in a constant uni-
form field. The observations of branching usually involve
electrodes of limited size and changing voltage which im-
plies existence of a non-uniform and non-constant elec-
tric field. More uniform field configurations generally
lead to less branching [52]. Another possibility is a non-
uniformity in medium. Such a situation can occur, e.g.,
in sprites, giant discharges occurring at mesospheric al-
titudes which span several atmosphere scale heights [15].
It is, however, also possible that some mechanism is re-
sponsible for a local instability at the streamer head when
the head becomes too wide, and that was not taken into
account in the presented model. At the present time,
no real physical understanding of streamer branching ex-
ists, and the results of Devauchelle et al. [53] for a two-
dimensional diffusion-limited aggregation (DLA) system
seem to be not applicable. In particular, Pasko [17,
p. 292] reported that “the results on branching morphol-
ogy reported by different research groups remain highly
controversial” and may be due to numerical effects.
VII. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
A. Summary
We have identified a system of algebraic equations
(SAE) (31) relating streamer parameters to each other,
which follows from hydrodynamic description of the
streamer discharge attached to an ideal electrode and
propagating in constant uniform external field. This was
done by assuming an ionization front in a shape of a
column, and by making a row of approximations. The
approximation which gives the biggest error (of a few
tens of percent) is most likely that of uniformity of elec-
tron density along the streamer channel, as we neglected
its time evolution due to streamer propagation (Subsub-
section II C 4) and processes of electron attachment and
recombination in the channel (Subsection VI B). The er-
ror may be acceptable for practical application of the
method, because the alternative, namely numerical solu-
tions of hydrodynamic equations, may also show consid-
erable variations (∼ 10% inferred from figures in [18]).
The streamer modes may be found by solving this sys-
tem for all streamer parameters, with given the external
field Ee (determined by laboratory conditions), streamer
length L (determined by its history of propagation) and
streamer radius a. The preferred mode is determined by
the velocity maximization (max-V ) criterion. The roles
of various physical processes are made transparent by
writing SAE in a form which may be solved analytically
(Appendix B), even though this increases the error.
The negative streamer threshold field is defined by dis-
appearance of solutions (modes) at low Ee and L.
Our model does not predict branching in the con-
sidered conditions (uniform constant Ee and ideal elec-
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trode), but, instead, stable propagation of a single mode
at all L because V (a) has a single local maximum.
B. The place of the presented model in the
roadmap of theoretical streamer studies
Most modern theoretical studies of streamers that aim
at reproducing the correct physical picture are mostly
done by hydrodynamic numerical simulations, which are
at the verge of quantitative validation by comparison
with experiment but still may be not sufficiently accu-
rate [18]. These codes calculate various physical values
(such as field, electron density etc.) at a finite number
of grid points, thus storing and updating (as a function
of time) a finite set of variables. Stability and accuracy
requires high density of grid points to resolve sharp gra-
dients, and therefore a large number of variables. For
this reason, such numeric codes need extensive compu-
tational resources to simulate even a single streamer.
Increasing accuracy of represented physics by consider-
ing kinetic equations requires either solving more com-
plicated partial differential equations, or following indi-
vidual particles (as in particle-in-cell approaches), and
therefore even more dynamic variables and more compu-
tational resources.
However, if we expect a solution of a fixed type, namely
that of an ionization front with a shape of a column,
many of these variables are strongly correlated with
each other (e.g., the electron density inside the chan-
nel changes slowly from point to point). All required
information therefore may fit into a smaller number of
variables. This is exactly what we suggest in this pa-
per, by describing a streamer with a very limited set of
streamer parameters (such as velocity, radius, etc.).
To increase accuracy, more variables may be added
to the description. For example, the biggest error, as-
sociated with the change of electron density along the
channel, may be remedied by making it into a one-
dimensional dynamic variable. If the presented relations
may be modified to take into account non-uniform exter-
nal fields, it would become possible to describe more com-
plicated configurations than just a single streamer. This
would require limited computational resources, similar
to other one-dimensional approaches [54–56], but, un-
like them, rooted only in physics instead of relying on
external parametrization of some unknowns. Thus, we
are convinced that, despite having limited accuracy, our
model has good perspectives in the roadmap of theoreti-
cal streamer studies.
Appendix A: Ionization front with nonzero current
Let us estimate the field and electron density on the
axis of the streamer, while taking into account that there
is a total current flowing along the axis, given by equation
(14). We emphasize that although equations are solved
in 1D, the system is not translationally symmetric in the
transverse direction as the radius of the streamer is finite.
1. General solution
With nonzero total current J , instead of equations
(17), from (4) we get
ε0V ∂ξE = env − J
∂ξ [(V ± v)n] = −αtvn
}
(A1)
where αt(E) is the net spatial ionization rate and J is
given by equation (14). When taking values on the axis,
we neglected the transverse contribution to the diver-
gence in the second equation. Let us multiply the first
equation by αt/(eV ) and add it to the second equation
multiplied by 1/V . Utilizing the ionization integral (18)
for which ∂ξΨ = αt∂ξE, we get
∂ξ
[(
1± v
V
) en
ε0
+ Ψ(E)
]
= −Jαt(E)
ε0V
Integrating and fixing the integration constant so that
n = 0 at ξ = +∞ (no ionization far ahead, also E = 0
there), we have:
en(E, ξ)
ε0
=
(
1± v
V
)−1 [∫ ∞
ξ
J(ξ′)αt(E) dξ′
ε0V
−Ψ(E)
]
(A2)
This may be substituted into the first equation in the
system (A1) which now contains only a single unknown
E. However, it can be solved only numerically, which
was outside the scope of this paper and may be a part
of future effort to make the presented theory more accu-
rate. We still can get some insight into how J affects the
relation between ns and Ef given by equation (20) by
analyzing the system (A1) with some approximations.
2. Solution behind the front
At this point, let us neglect v  V in the second equa-
tion of system (A1) and therefore in the denominator of
(A2). Then, substituting expressions (18) for Ψ and (14)
for J , we get
n(E, ξ) =
ε0
e
[∫ ∞
ξ
(Ef − Ee)αt d(ξ′/l)
(1 + max{0, ξ′}/l)2 −
∫ E
0
αt dE
]
(A3)
This is still a very complicated, but we may make some
rough estimates if we assume a simple dependence αt(E).
For example, assume threshold behavior αt(E) = α =
const > 0 at higher fields E > E1 and αt(E) = 0 at
lower fields E < E1. Since E decreases within the front
towards the tail, we can take αt(E) = α at ξ > ξ1 and
αt = 0 at ξ < ξ1, where E(ξ1) = E1 and ξ1 is somewhere
within the ionization front, i.e., |ξ1| . d, the thickness
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given by equation (21). The streamer electron density
ns = n(ξ → −∞) may then be calculated from (A3):
ns ≈ ε0
e
(Ef − Ee)α×
{
1 + |ξ1| /l, −d . ξ1 < 0
1/(1 + ξ1/l), 0 < ξ1 . d
This must be compared with an expression that we would
get for a flat front:
nflats =
ε0
e
(Ef − E1)α
Within an error of the order of∣∣nflats − ns∣∣
nflats
. max
{ |Ee − E1|
Ef
,
d
l
}
 1 (A4)
the two expressions are the same.
3. Solution ahead of the front
In this Subsection, let us neglect E1, Ee  Ef and
consider (A3) only for ξ > max{0, ξ1}, where we have
α = const . Again, the integration may be performed
and we have
n
ns
=
1
1 + ξ/l
− E
Ef
, ns =
ε0αEf
e
(A5)
Before we proceed, it is instructive to convert the vari-
ables in (A1) to dimensionless. We introduce
x = ξ/d, y = E/Ef , z = n/ns
where d is given by equation (21):
d =
V ± v(Ef )
αv(Ef )
≈ V
αv(Ef )
There is a small parameter
δ ≡ d
l
≈ v(Es)
v(Ef )
 1
where the second expression was obtained by using J0 =
ensv(Es) ≈ ε0V Ef/l (see equation 13) and the above
expression for ns. Equation (A5) becomes
z =
1
1 + δx
− y
and the first equation of (A1) becomes after substitution
of n(E)
dy
dx
= yz − δ
(1 + δx)2
= y
(
1
1 + δx
− y
)
− δ
(1 + δx)2
(A6)
Let us switch to variable z. Then
dz
dx
= −yz = −z
(
1
1 + δx
− z
)
This is a Bernoulli equation which may be solved by sub-
stituting u = 1/z, for which we get a linear inhomoge-
neous first-order equation
du
dx
− u
1 + δx
= −1
For δ = 0 (which corresponds to the flat front with-
out currents), the solution is in the shape of the sigmoid
curve:
z(x) =
1
1 + ex−x0
, y(x) =
1
1 + e−(x−x0)
, x0 = 0
(A7)
where x0 is the constant of integration which we fixed on
the consideration that x = 0 represents the front.
For δ > 0, the solution is
z(x) = (1 + δx)−1
[
1
1− δ + C(1 + δx)
1/δ−1
]−1
y(x) = (1 + δx)−1
δ
1−δ + C(1 + δx)
1/δ−1
1
1−δ + C(1 + δx)
1/δ−1
The solution for y(x) has a shape (8) where (1 + δx)−1
represents the ∝ (1 + ξ/l)−1 part while the rest is the
switch function S(ξ). The constant C should be fixed
from the consideration that x = 0 represents the front,
and should be the same as (A7) in the limit δ → 0. Our
goal is to find the location where y(x) is maximized. We
will show that it happens at 1 x 1/δ, so if we make
an error in the position of the front ∆x0 . 1, it will
not affect our result significantly. This gives us certain
freedom in the choice of C. For example, we may choose
C = 1/(1− δ):
y(x) =
1
1 + δx
δ + (1 + δx)1/δ−1
1 + (1 + δx)1/δ−1
(A8)
Neglecting higher orders in δ, we find that the maxi-
mum of this function is located at 1 + δxm ≈ eδ log(1/δ).
Expanding the exponent in Taylor series we get xm ≈
log(1/δ) and hence the maximum value of ym = y(xm) ≈
e−δ log(1/δ) ≈ 1 − δ log(1/δ). Going back to dimensional
variables, we obtain that the maximum field Em is at-
tained at ξ = ξm, where
Em
Ef
= 1− d
l
log
(
l
d
)
, at ξm = d log
(
l
d
)
(A9)
Since we neglected Ee  Ef , this equation also could
have (Em − Ee)/(Ef − Ee) on the left-hand side. The
results presented in Figures 6d, 7d do not change signif-
icantly if we make this substitution.
Using a well-known identity limδ→0(1 + δx)1/δ = ex,
(A8) for small δ gives approximately
y(x) ≈ 1
(1 + [1 + δx]e−x)(1 + δx)
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This may be considered as the shape of E(ξ) given by
equation (8), with the switch function given by
S(ξ) =
[
1 + (1 + ξ/l)e−ξ/d
]−1
, ξ & max{0, ξ1}
(A10)
The value of ξ1 is within |ξ1| . d, so we may use this
expression for ξ & 0.
4. Summary
We analyzed an ionization front with current (14) flow-
ing through it. The maximum electric field is attained
slightly ahead of it at position ξm and has value Em,
which is smaller than Ef and is given by equation (A9).
The electron density behind the front ns is still deter-
mined by Ef and is given by equation (20), with error
given by (A4). The relative change in ns due to the cur-
rent is much smaller than the relative deviation of Em
from Ef .
Appendix B: Streamer velocity in analytical
approximation
Here we demonstrate mostly qualitatively the main re-
sults of the paper, namely, that the dispersion function
V (a;Ee, L) has a maximum and the max-V velocity V
∗
and radius a∗ have qualitative behavior as functions of
Ee and L that is consistent with the more accurate re-
sults presented in the main body of the paper (and ex-
periments). We also hope that this provides additional
clarity and support for soundness of claims made in this
paper.
We make several simplifying assumptions, in order to
keep our equations tractable:
1. Mobility µ = const ≈ 0.05 m2 V−1 s−1.
2. Neglect attachment, and let us denote αf = αt(Ef )
for brevity (we remind that αt is the first Townsend
coefficient, i.e., net spatial ionization rate). In some
formulas that we will need, αt is averaged over E
in interval [0, Ef ], weighted with a power of E. Let
us introduce a dimensionless coefficient Km, which
is a function of Ef :
Km ≡ 1
αfEmf
∫ Ef
0
αt(E)E
m−1 dE (B1)
3. Method-of-moments results:
• η ≈ L/a, which is an approximate form of
equation (6). Reasoning for why it has this
approximate form may be found in [1, p. 78].
• χ ≡ l/a ≈ 1/√8 = const (equation 16).
4. Es, Ee  Ef .
We use approximate versions of equations (31, 32):
1. Equation (32) for E near streamer tip is approxi-
mately:
E(ξ) ≈ Ef
1 + ξ/l
(B2)
where we neglected all terms ∼ 1 compared to ∼ η,
and the approximate form of equation (5) is
Ef ≈ η(1− ζ)Ee (B3)
where we introduced ζ ≡ Es/Ee < 1.
2. Equation of current continuity (15):
ens
ε0
µζ =
V
l
η(1− ζ) (B4)
3. Equation (20) becomes, using (B1):
ens
ε0
≈
∫ Ef
0
α(E) dE = K1αfEf (B5)
4. Loeb [36] equation (29) replaces Pancheshnyi et al.
[35] equation (28). We keep the integral:
V =
1
log(ns/np)
∫ ξp
0
νt(ξ) dξ
We can use p ≡ log(ns/np) ≈ 8 given by Naidis [11],
which may be derived (approximately) by substitu-
tion ξp = aph in equation (27) (this value is sug-
gested by results of Subsection III D). This deriva-
tion is not included here.
From (B2), in the same way as Naidis [11], we get:
dξ = − lEfdE
E2
substituting which, and also νt(E) = µEαt(E):∫ ξp
0
νt(E) dξ = µEf l
∫ Ef
E(ξp)
αt(E)
dE
E
≈ K0νf l
where we neglected the field at ξp and introduced
the maximum ionization rate at the streamer front
νf = νt(Ef ) = µEfαf
Loeb [36] equation becomes, finally
V =
K0lνf
p
(B6)
To reduce everything to a single equation, substitute
(B5) and (B6) into (B4), which we can solve for ζ:
ζ =
Es
Ee
=
1
1 + q/η
, q ≡ K1p
K0
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This is not a simple expression of Es as a function of
a because Km depends on unknown Ef . However, we
may guess approximate values of Km to be used. Using
Townsend formula αt(E) ≈ αi0e−Ei0/E with αi0 = 5.4×
105 m−1, Ei0 = 19.5 MV/m (see equation 30), we get
Km =
1
ym
∫ y
0
xm−1e−1/x dx, y =
Ef
Ei0
≈ 0.6∓ 0.2
where the approximate range of y is taken from results
in this paper (or other works). Numerically, we get
K0 ≈ 0.4∓ 0.1, K1
K0
≈ 0.75± 0.05, q ≡ K1p
K0
≈ 6
We take advantage of q varying rather slowly with Ef .
Thus, we have found (after also substituting η = L/a):
Es(a) =
Ee
1 + qa/L
, q ≈ 6 (B7)
We are interested in finding and maximizing V (a). To
find it, we first need, obtained from (B3):
Ef (a) =
qEe
1 + qa/L
Velocity is expressed from (B6):
V (a) =
[
χµαi0K0
p
]
aEf (a)e
−Ei0/Ef (a)
We use the fact that K0 does not vary much, so to find
the maximum we may consider only the non-constant
part that comes after the brackets, and take the term in
brackets to be constant (with K0 = 0.4). This function
does, in fact, have a maximum. It was essential that
ionization rate had Townsend shape. For αt(E) ≈ const ,
for example, we would not have a maximum in V (a),
which means that, potentially, there can exist systems in
which streamers cannot form.
Returning to our task of finding the maximum of V (a),
we make another rough approximation Ef ≈ const when
it is the multiplier and write it as
V (a) = const × ae−c(1+qa/L), c = Ei0
qEe
This function has a maximum at
a∗ =
LEe
Ei0
(B8)
We immediately see the expected behavior a∗ ∝ L,Ee.
Moreover, the streamer, as expected, is narrow (a  L)
for usual experimental values of the electric field Ee 
Ei0. Substituting this into the expression for Ef we have
E∗f ≡ Ef (a∗) =
qEe
1 + qEe/Ei0
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
Ee, MV/m
10 1
100
101
102
V,
 M
m
/s
Solid line: Equation (B9) ×3
Positive
Negative
L = 4 cm
L = 12 cm
L = 20 cm
FIG. 10. Streamer velocity calculated with approximate for-
mula (B9), scaled by ×3, compared to the more accurate re-
sults of Figures 6 and 7.
After substitution in expression for V :
V ∗ ≡ V (a∗) =
[
χµαi0K0
p
]
LE2ee
−1−Ei0/(qEe)
Ee + Ei0/q
(B9)
We see the expected behavior V ∗ ∝ L, which, by the
way, is also characteristic for the small transverse pertur-
bations of a flat front, see equation (33). Dependence on
Ee is a bit more complicated. For large Ee (Ee > Ei0/q ≈
3.3 MV/m), we have approximately V ∝ Ee, while for
small Ee (Ee < 3.3 MV/m), it is V ∝ E2ee−Ei0/(qEe).
We remind that in the experiment [41], the dependence
V ∝ E3e for fields 0.4 < Ee < 0.8 MV/m was observed.
Thus, we have reproduced, at least qualitatively, many
of the results of this paper, only by using simple an-
alytical formulas. Among the things that we did not
reproduce are, e.g., the two branches of V (a) for nega-
tive streamers and the existence of the negative streamer
threshold field E−t. This is mainly because we neglected
electron drift velocity in equation (B6), so that we effec-
tively consider a “sign-less” (as opposed to positive or
negative) streamer. Also, because of many other approx-
imations, when compared to the results in Figures 6 and
7, the velocity given by equation (B9) is ∼3 times smaller
in the limit of higher Ee, as demonstrated in Figure 10.
At lower fields, Ee . 1.5 MV/m, the discrepancy is even
higher. Unfortunately, if we remove any of the approxi-
mations, we will not be able to write a simple analytical
formula like (B9).
Appendix C: Implementation
The Python3 code implementing the method de-
scribed in this paper is attached to the submission,
and is also available at https://gitlab.com/nleht/
streamer_parameters, with instructions on how to re-
produce the presented results.
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